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ABSTRACT

Climate change in mountain regions has far-reaching societal impacts such as increased risks
for natural hazards and water scarcity that may affect billions of people in the downstream
regions. Precipitation changes play a critical role in these impacts due to their effects on river
runoff and flooding. However, these changes remain hard to predict due to uncertainties in
climate models and a lack of reliable observations.

This dissertation aims to enhance the understanding of precipitation and its underlying
large-scale and mesoscale processes in the Tibetan Plateau (TP) region, one of the most
extensive and vulnerable mountain regions in the world. More specifically, the dissertation
combines gauge measurements, satellite observations, reanalysis data, and high-resolution
model simulations to investigate present-climate characteristics of clouds and precipitation
over TP and its downstream regions.

A key outcome is a data set of large storms, so-called mesoscale convective systems (MCSs),
based on two decades of high-resolution satellite observations of clouds and precipitation.
This data set is used to study MCS characteristics and their relation to large-scale atmo-
spheric circulation systems and water vapor transport. Satellite observations reveal that
MCSs are important precipitation producers in the river basins surrounding the TP, while
convection over the TP occurs in a more scattered manner with significantly less precipita-
tion. In addition, satellite observations are used to evaluate kilometer-scale simulations of
MCSs. The model simulations capture the general spatial pattern and magnitude of MCS-
associated precipitation but show also systematic biases in MCS frequencies in some regions
south and east of the TP.

It was found that interactions between large- and mesoscale processes affect the formation
and evolution of MCSs over the TP and its downstream regions. The results identify several
processes, e.g. interactions between the TP and the mid-latitude westerly circulation, that
may drive future precipitation changes and need to be realistically represented in future
climate model projections. As such, this dissertation constitutes a step towards reliable
projections of climate change in the TP region.

Key words: Tibetan Plateau, Water cycle, Precipitation, Large-scale circulation, Mesoscale
convective systems, Kilometer-scale climate models, Satellite observations
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SAMMANFATTNING

Klimatförändringar i höga bergsomr̊aden kan leda till ökad risk för naturkatastrofer och
vattenbrist och därmed orsaka stora konsekvenser för de människor som bor p̊a och nedanför
dessa bergsomr̊aden. Nederbörd är en av de komponenter i klimatsystemet som p̊averkar
dessa risker mest. Projektioner av framtida förändringar i nederbörd i bergsomr̊aden är
sv̊ara att göra p̊a grund av osäkerheter i klimatmodellerna och bristande meteorologiska
observationer.

Syftet med denna avhandling är att öka först̊aelsen för nederbörden och de storskaliga och de
mesoskaliga processerna som driver variationen i nederbörd p̊a och omkring den tibetanska
högplat̊an. Den tibetanska högplat̊an är en av de största och mest s̊arbara bergsomr̊adena
i världen och försörjer idag miljarder människor med vatten. Den föreliggande avhandlin-
gen kombinerar information fr̊an meteorologiska stationer, satellitobservationer, återanalyser
(dvs klimatdata som bygger p̊a beräkningar utifr̊an historiska väderobservationer) och region-
ala klimatmodeller med en rumslig upplösning p̊a kilometerskala för att studera moln- och
nederbördsmönster över den tibetanska högplat̊an och dess omliggande avrinningsomr̊aden.

Ett viktigt resultat är en databas över mesoskaliga konvektiva stormsystem baserat p̊a satelli-
tobservationer fr̊an de tv̊a senaste decennier, vilken använts för att karaktärisera olika storm-
typer och studera deras förh̊allande till den storskaliga atmosfäriska cirkulationen. Satellit-
data visar att de mesoskaliga konvektiva stormsystemen st̊ar för en stor del av den totala
nederbörden i de omliggande avrinningsomr̊adena medan konvektionen p̊a höga altituder är
mer småskalig och ger upphov till förh̊allandevis lite nederbörd. Satellitdata användes ocks̊a
för att evaluera klimatmodellsimuleringarna, vilka återger det generella rumsliga mönstret
och storleken p̊a nederbörden fr̊an de mesoskaliga konvektiva stormsystemen. Simuleringarna
uppvisar dock systematiska avvikelser gällande frekvensen av dessa system i vissa regioner
söder och öster om den tibetanska högplat̊an.

Resultaten visar att interaktionen mellan processer p̊a olika skalor p̊averkar bildningen och
utvecklingen av stormsystemen p̊a och runt den tibetanska högplat̊an. Interaktionen mellan
västvindarna och bergen har exempelvis identifieras som viktiga processer vilka p̊averkar
nutida nederbördsmönster. Eftersom förändringar i dessa processer kan orsaka framtida
förändringar i nederbördsmönster, är det viktigt att de representeras p̊a ett realistiskt sätt
i klimatmodellerna. Denna avhandling är p̊a s̊a sätt ett steg mot bättre projektioner av
klimatförändringarna p̊a och runt den tibetanska högplat̊an.
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SYNTHESIS



Chapter 1

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

Mountain environments belong to the regions most affected by climate change. While melting
glaciers and snow are the most evident climate change impact in mountain regions, precipi-
tation changes play another critical role because of their effects on river runoff and natural
hazards (Hock et al., 2019). Changes in water supply and flood risk resulting from changing
precipitation patterns may affect several billion people that live in the downstream regions
and depend on water from mountains (Immerzeel et al., 2020). Despite their societal rele-
vance, precipitation changes over mountains are among the least understood climate change
impacts. This is of because of complex interactions between mountains and precipitation
processes that are poorly understood, even in the present climate. A solid understanding
of the climate processes affecting precipitation changes is crucial to create reliable future
projections of precipitation in mountain regions.

This dissertation aims to improve the understanding of the atmospheric processes that in-
fluence precipitation over and around the Tibetan Plateau, a region that is highly relevant
for water resources in East Asia. In particular, large-scale atmospheric processes and the
role of convective storms are investigated through multiple observations and high-resolution
climate models.

The following introductory chapters present the dissertation topic through the lens of an-
thropogenic global climate change. More specifically, this chapter explains why mountain
regions are a particular focus in recent climate research, how mountain regions and precipi-
tation are affected by climate change, and what these changes imply for the Tibetan Plateau
region.

1.1 Mountain environments as global hotspots of cli-

mate change

1.1.1 Climatic changes and physical drivers

High mountain regions have undergone drastic environmental changes as a consequence of
global warming during the past decades (Hock et al., 2019). The main reason for this is that
the warming causes rapid melting of the cryosphere (snow and ice), which is an integral part
of the mountain system (Yao et al., 2022). However, climate change impacts on mountain
environments are not limited to the depletion of snow, glaciers, and permafrost. They can be
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observed in nearly all components of the climate system and comprise changes in vegetation
cover, soil and atmospheric moisture, evapotranspiration, surface winds, river runoff, and
lake levels, as well as changes in precipitation seasonality, frequency, and intensity (Hock
et al., 2019).

The decline of glaciers, low-elevation snow cover, and permafrost have direct implications for
the biological and hydrological systems of mountains. For example, the magnitude and sea-
sonality of river runoff in snow-dominated and glacier-fed river basins have been significantly
affected (Hock et al., 2019). Furthermore, changes in river systems and other surface waters
will continue and climate model projections suggest that most of the glacier mass in moun-
tain regions in the Middle East, Central Europe, North America, and Asia will be reduced
by at least half toward the end of the century, even in a low-emission scenario (Hock et al.,
2019). However, the impacts of climate change on river runoff depend on the region and are
still difficult to assess on a basin scale. In some basins, river runoff is strongly dominated by
the variability and changes in precipitation in the upstream regions rather than by glacier
loss (e.g. Fan et al., 2022). This suggests that precipitation changes are an additional factor
that will influence the regional-scale effects of climate change on river runoff.

The reason why the climate changes more rapidly in mountain regions is that the melting
cryosphere triggers multiple feedback mechanisms that can enhance the warming and affect
other climate components. This phenomenon is referred to as elevation-dependent warming
(Pepin et al., 2015). Given that the widespread cryosphere and low temperatures at higher
altitudes are two climate features that mountain regions have in common with Arctic regions,
the idea is that some of the feedback mechanisms that lead to Arctic amplification (the
faster increase of surface temperatures at the North Pole) also play a role in mountain
regions. Such processes include but are not limited to the snow-ice-albedo feedback and
nonlinear responses of temperature to increases in atmospheric moisture (i.e. cloud-related
feedback effects; Hock et al., 2019). In fact, observations have shown that the Tibetan
Plateau warms faster than other regions over land (Pepin et al., 2015). However, it should
be noted that such elevation dependence of warming rates varies between mountain regions.
While elevation-dependent warming indicates that different physical mechanisms control the
degree of warming at different elevation bands in some regions, it does not imply that higher
elevations per se exhibit higher warming rates (Hock et al., 2019).

1.1.2 Climate change impacts

The high vulnerability of mountain regions is not primarily attributed to the faster increase
in surface temperatures, but rather to the multitude of risks associated with the climatic
changes. Even when mountain regions are affected by the same warming rates as other
terrestrial regions, this warming leads to more drastic and far-reaching impacts. Compared
to other terrestrial ecosystems, mountain regions tend to be more adversely affected by and
less able to recover from climate change (Hock et al., 2019). This leads to a destabilization
of mountain ecosystems which has severe implications for society because they serve as a
resource for land (e.g., grazing; Ehlers et al., 2022) and water (Immerzeel et al., 2020). About
10% of the world population lives in mountain regions and is thus directly affected by the
environmental and climatic changes of mountain systems (Hock et al., 2019). In addition,
more than twice as many people are dependent on water from mountains (Immerzeel et
al., 2020). Hence, climate change impacts on water availability and quality are not only
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important for local mountain communities, but also for the typically more densely populated
downstream regions such as the river basins south of the Himalayas or around the tropical
Andes.

The Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change (IPCC) states that glacier melting and
precipitation increases will lead to a general increase in river runoff in the near future,
but to a significant decrease in river runoff in the long-term future (Hock et al., 2019).
The implied water shortage in the long-term future poses a severe threat to society that is
aggravated by an increasing water demand (Immerzeel et al., 2020). Some river basins in
South America and Asia are, for instance, extremely vulnerable due to the steadily increasing
population (Immerzeel et al., 2020). It is estimated that nearly two billion people in and
around mountain regions will be negatively affected by the combined effects of water stress
from climate change and increasing water demand (Immerzeel et al., 2020).

While water availability is a question that becomes particularly important on longer time
scales, there are also more acute climate change impacts caused by glacier retreat and water
cycle changes. The IPCC has concluded with high confidence that the declining cryosphere
in mountain regions has led and will lead to changes in the frequency, magnitude, and
location of extreme events and associated natural hazards (Hock et al., 2019). For example,
landslides, avalanches, and floods can be triggered by slope instability due to permafrost
thaw and shifts in seasonal snowmelt. The timing of snowmelt also influences the occurrence
of wildfires. In the Rocky Mountains, wildfires have significantly increased in the past four
decades due to earlier snowmelt and high spring and summer temperatures (Westerling,
2016). Moreover, the co-occurrence of early snowmelt and heavy rainfall (rain-on-snow
events) and the associated flood risk will increase in many mountain regions as precipitation
will be more likely to occur as rain instead of snow (e.g. Musselman et al., 2018). All
of these hazards can cause considerable economic damage (Smith et al., 2020) and pose a
severe threat to infrastructure, homes, and lives (Pörtner et al., 2022). On top of that, the
exposure to natural hazards increases due to rising population density, tourism activities,
and socioeconomic development in many mountain and downstream regions (Hock et al.,
2019).

In summary, climate change in mountain regions is multi-faceted and involves many com-
ponents of the climate system with far-reaching societal impacts (Hock et al., 2019). The
severity of these impacts does not only depend on physical aspects, but also on increasing
water demand, exposure, and human intervention. However, there are still many unknowns
in the physical driving and feedback mechanisms of climate change in mountain regions
which limits our current capability to predict impacts. A better understanding of climate
processes is, therefore, critical for climate adaption and societal resilience (Pörtner et al.,
2022).

1.2 Precipitation in a changing climate

Previous climate research in mountain regions has with good reason focused on glacier and
permafrost loss, but the melting cryosphere is not the only driver for environmental and
climatic changes. Atmospheric drivers such as water vapor transport and precipitation are
key processes that have the potential to substantially affect future water availability (e.g.
through changes in seasonal precipitation and evaporation) and risks for natural hazards
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(e.g. through rain-induced flooding). As precipitation in mountain regions is the central
topic of this dissertation, this section briefly summarizes what we know about the climate
change effects on precipitation globally and what implications these effects have for mountain
regions.

1.2.1 Global changes

The increase in global mean temperatures triggers multiple mechanisms that affect total and
extreme precipitation. One of the most important effects of global warming on precipitation
is that increasing air temperatures lead to increased moisture due to the greater water-holding
capacity of warm air compared to relatively colder air. This thermodynamic relationship im-
plies that atmospheric water vapor increases with about 7% per degree temperature increase.
However, the global water and energy cycles are closely linked and dependent on each other.
The global increase of precipitation is, therefore, constrained by the energy balance of the
Earth system. More specifically, outgoing longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere
must be balanced by surface sensible heat fluxes and heat release from precipitation. This
limits the global increase of precipitation to a rate that is only around 3%K−1 (Allen &
Ingram, 2002; O’Gorman et al., 2012).

A global increase in atmospheric water vapor implies an increase of precipitation in regions
with a net influx of moisture (”wet-gets-wetter”) and a decrease of precipitation in regions
with a net outflux of moisture (”dry-gets-drier”). While some regions in the world seem to
roughly follow the wet-gets-wetter and dry-gets-drier trend, this rationale cannot explain all
of the observed and predicted precipitation changes (Douville et al., 2021). The changing
dynamics of the large-scale atmospheric circulation, changes in storm formation, and micro-
physical processes are important factors that need to be considered in future projections of
precipitation.

1.2.2 Changes in mountain regions

Because all of the above-named factors come together on a regional scale, future projections of
precipitation remain challenging, especially in regions where the mechanisms for precipitation
formation at different scales are not well understood. In mountain regions, past precipitation
changes have been particularly heterogeneous, partly due to decadal variability and varying
large-scale circulation changes (Douville et al., 2021), but also due to the high local variability
in mountain precipitation (see Chapter 2.2.3). Hence, there are no consistent trends in
annual precipitation, but most mountain regions show a significant decrease in the relative
contribution of snowfall to total precipitation (Douville et al., 2021). Global climate model
projections suggest that precipitation will increase in the order of 5% to 20% over the tropical
Andes, the Hindu Kush Himalayas, East Asia, East Africa as well as the Carpathian region,
while it will decrease in the Southern Andes and Mediterranean region (Hock et al., 2019).
Some regions such as the Himalayas and the Tibetan Plateau show also a future increase
in the intensity and frequency of extreme precipitation (Hock et al., 2019). However, global
and regional climate model simulations do not always show the same climate signal and
the magnitude in trends (e.g. Gao et al., 2018). The question as to what drives total and
extreme precipitation changes in different mountain regions of the world is therefore still not
solved.
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1.2.3 Predicting precipitation changes

A major uncertainty in future projections of precipitation changes is that conventional global
and regional climate models cannot resolve all the processes that form precipitation. Con-
vective precipitation, i.e. precipitation that occurs due to convective lifting at scales below
the resolution of global climate models, has to be represented using empirical relationships,
so-called parametrizations. This means that conventional climate model projections treat
important processes that affect the spatial distribution, intensity, and frequency of precip-
itation only approximately. Non-hydrostatic kilometer-scale (hereafter: km-scale) climate
simulations are a promising solution to uncertainties in convective parameterization, as they
realistically resolve large storms (Prein et al., 2021). Because km-scale climate simulations
have the potential to provide new insights into regional-scale precipitation processes, they are
an important topic of this dissertation that is addressed in more detail in section 3.4.

1.3 The Tibetan Plateau and its downstream regions

1.3.1 Importance for water resources and climate change con-
text

The Tibetan Plateau (hereafter: TP) and its surrounding mountain ranges are together the
largest and highest mountain region in the world. The TP is often nicknamed ”Asia’s water
tower” or the ”Third Pole” to highlight the region’s similarity to polar climate regions and
its importance for water resources. In fact, the TP is the third largest freshwater storage
after the Arctic and Antarctica. The TP is the headwater of many major river systems in
Southeast Asia, e.g. the Indus, Ganges-Brahmaputra, Mekong, Yangtze, and Yellow river
(Fig. 1.1), some of which are ranked as the most vulnerable river systems to climate change
on Earth (Immerzeel et al., 2020).

The region has experienced warming that is twice as fast as the global average (Yao et al.,
2022) and many of the climatic changes summarized in section 1.1 have been observed in
the TP region (Bibi et al., 2018; Ehlers et al., 2022). In particular, it has been found that
there is an overall wetting and acceleration of the water cycle over the TP (Bibi et al., 2018).
However, there is a lack of understanding of what this implies for sub-regional precipitation
changes and which atmospheric processes will dominate future changes in precipitation.

1.3.2 Large-scale atmospheric systems affecting precipitation the
TP region

The TP has a dry, tundra-like climate, whereas its surrounding lower-elevation river basins
are temperate to tropical. Despite this difference in climate regimes, both regions are char-
acterized by a distinct wet and dry season controlled by the South Asian summer monsoon.
The South Asian summer monsoon describes the seasonal reversal in the prevailing large-
scale wind circulation with more southerly winds during summer that transport warm and
humid air from the maritime regions to the land. The associated enhanced water vapor
transport from the ocean influences the seasonal cycle of precipitation over land. Figure 1.2
visualizes the linkage between atmospheric water vapor transport and the distribution of
precipitation over East Asia. Between May and September, the enhanced atmospheric water
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Figure 1.1: The Tibetan Plateau with its major river systems and surrounding basins. The color shading shows the elevation
obtained from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (Farr et al., 2007) and the orange contours depict the boundaries of the
major river basins derived from the HydroSheds database (Lehner & Grill, 2013). The black contour indicates the 3000m ASL
(above sea level) boundary of the TP.

vapor transport is associated with a significant increase of precipitation over ocean and land
(Fig. 1.2).

Another important large-scale atmospheric system that influences the climate in the TP
region is the extra-tropical westerly circulation. Driven by pressure differences between sub-
tropical and sub-polar regions, the westerlies are the prevailing winds in the upper tropo-
sphere of the mid-latitudes. Figure 1.3 shows the seasonal migration of westerlies over the
TP region. The westerlies are stronger and closer to the equator during winter, whereas
they weaken and move northward during the summer. A particularly important feature
embedded in this circulation is the westerly jet stream that describes the core region of
maximum wind speeds (Schiemann et al., 2009). Figure 1.3 shows that this core region, in
which winds exceed 20m s−1, is located at the southern edge of the TP during winter and
propagates to the northern edge over the TP during the summer months. The westerly jet
has been widely recognized to interact with the monsoon circulation and the topography of
the TP, thereby influencing the weather in the downstream regions (Schiemann et al., 2009).
Isotope analyses suggest that water vapor for precipitation formation over the northern TP
originates from the transport through westerlies whereas the water vapor for precipitation in
the southern TP originates from the transport through the monsoon circulation (Yao et al.,
2013). However, the effects of the westerly jet on regional precipitation are more generally
indirect and unexplored compared to the effects of the monsoon circulation.

Owing to its immense height and extent, the TP interacts with the large-scale atmospheric
circulation and shapes the climate over East Asia in multiple ways. For example, it is
regarded as an important factor in the onset of the Asian summer monsoon by acting as a
major heat source during summer (Flohn, 1957; Ye & Wu, 1998). On a more regional scale,
it influences the weather and climate in the downstream regions when mountainous weather
systems are transported eastward with the prevailing westerly circulation (e.g. Curio et al.,
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Figure 1.2: Large-scale atmospheric circulation systems affecting the TP region: The Asian summer monsoon,
visualized as the monthly evolution of mean surface precipitation (color shading) and the monthly evolution of the mean water
vapor fluxes (streamlines). The monthly surface precipitation has been derived from GPM IMERG for 2000–2021 and the water
vapor fluxes have been derived from the ERA5 reanalysis for 1979–2019. The colors of the streamlines indicate the magnitude
of the total vertically integrated water vapor transport IVT=

∫ √
qu2 + qv2, where qu and qv represent the eastward and

northward components of horizontal water vapor fluxes.
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Figure 1.3: Large-scale atmospheric circulation systems affecting the TP region: The westerly circulation,
visualized as the monthly evolution of mean zonal wind at 200 hPa, derived from the ERA5 reanalysis for the time period
1979–2019. The location of the westerly jet stream corresponds approximately to the maximum in the zonal wind speed at
200 hPa
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2019). In this dissertation, precipitation processes are therefore not only discussed for the
TP itself but also for the regions south and east of the mountains that are directly coupled
to the TP climate. The term TP region is used to describe the TP mountains together with
its downstream regions. In contrast to that, the term TP is used to describe the higher
mountain area, defined by the 3000m elevation boundary shown in Figure 1.1. Note that
no clear boundary is defined for the TP region, as the impact of the TP on its downstream
regions varies with the context of the appended papers.

1.3.3 Regional climate processes

Unlike what the name ”plateau” suggests, the TP is not just an elevated area. Instead, it
is characterized by high variations in topography with many mountain tops exceeding the
average elevation of around 4000m. The complex topography makes it difficult to observe
and model the regional climate of the TP because it implies a high local variability in
meteorological parameters, heterogeneous surface types, and various different small-scale
processes influencing the weather and climate.

Convective precipitation represents one of the climate components that is not well under-
stood, even though it has long been recognized that mountain convection over the TP is an
important process for the regional climate (Flohn & Reiter, 1968; Yeh, 1982). While con-
vective precipitation can be related to small-scale processes, it can also occur in the form of
large convective storms. A particularly large type of convective storms, so-called mesoscale
convective systems (MCSs), has been recognized as a prolific rain-producer affecting the TP
and its downstream regions. Figure 1.4 shows an example of satellite observations of an MCS
producing heavy rainfall at the eastern edge of the TP. Even though MCSs are clearly ob-
servable in satellite observations, their more detailed features, their importance for seasonal
and extreme precipitation, and their underlying mechanisms remain largely unexplored. In
this dissertation, MCSs are investigated as an additional mechanism that affects regional
precipitation patterns and interacts with the large-scale atmospheric circulation.

Figure 1.4: Example of a large storm system (mesoscale convective system) in July 2020 on the downwind side of the TP
(∼105◦E) as seen from satellite observations. The figure shows a true color image from the satellite Himawari (Bessho et al.,
2016) overlayed by rain rates estimated from GPM IMERG. The satellite observations reveal also multiple other storm systems
over the ocean which are characterized by cloudy areas and high rain rates. The black contour depicts the coastline.
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1.4 Objectives and structure

Despite the scientific and societal relevance of precipitation, it remains one of the least un-
derstood components of the climate system of mountain regions. Therefore, the overarching
aim of this dissertation is to advance the understanding of present-climate precipi-
tation characteristics and its underlying large-scale and mesoscale processes in
the Tibetan Plateau region. A particular focus is the role of convective storms in the
water cycle over the TP and its downstream regions.

The more specific objectives are:

1. To identify major large-scale atmospheric processes and systems that govern
the spatiotemporal distribution of precipitation and convection (Paper I, II, III, VI)

2. To investigate the importance of mesoscale convective systems for precipitation
and to investigate their spatial and temporal characteristics (e.g. lifecycle, size, dura-
tion) at the storm scale (Paper IV, V, VII )

3. To evaluate how well large-scale atmospheric processes, mesoscale convective systems,
and their impact on precipitation are represented in kilometer-scale model simu-
lations (Paper V, VI)

To achieve these objectives, cloud and precipitation characteristics are presented from multi-
ple perspectives, including sub-seasonal to decadal scales and sub-regional to regional scales.
In addition, this research combines information from multiple data sources, namely gauge
measurements, satellite observations, reanalysis data, and state-of-the-art numerical weather
and climate model simulations.

The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides a background
on processes at different meteorological scales that influence precipitation in general and
over mountain regions in particular. Chapter 3 explains methods to observe and model
mountain precipitation and related challenges. Chapter 4 highlights the key results obtained
from the scientific papers of this dissertation. Chapter 5 summarizes the main conclusions
by referring back to the above-listed objectives. Chapter 6 discusses these conclusions in a
broader context and provides ideas for future research paths.
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Chapter 2

PRECIPITATION PROCESSES

Precipitation refers to hydrometeors, i.e. water and ice particles, that form in the atmosphere
and grow large enough to fall down. The formation and growth of hydrometeors involve
microphysical processes that occur at scales from micro- to centimeters (Lohmann et al.,
2016). These processes are largely dependent on the particle phase and concentration of
hydrometeors and determine how efficiently precipitation is produced (Lohmann et al., 2016).
The environment in which these processes occur is, in turn, determined by atmospheric
dynamics, which are the focus of this dissertation.

This chapter describes different atmospheric processes that influence the regional distribution
as well as large- and mesoscale structures of precipitation. The chapter starts by discussing
the role of atmospheric water vapor transport and atmospheric convection as two vital pro-
cesses for precipitation formation over land. The second part of this chapter focuses on
specific mechanisms that are relevant for precipitation formation in mountain regions.

2.1 General precipitation processes

2.1.1 Definition of scales

Although atmospheric processes occur on a continuous spectrum of sizes, it is common to
classify them into different spatial scales. These scales represent peaks in the spectral density
of atmospheric motion (e.g. visible in frequency spectra of zonal kinetic energy; Trapp 2013)
and facilitate the discussion of processes influencing precipitation variability. The two major
scales of interest in this dissertation are the large-scale and mesoscale. Following the
classification proposed by Orlanski (1975), these scales are defined as:

Large-scale refers to horizontal scales > 2000 km and involves processes occurring over
multiple days to months.

Mesoscale refers to horizontal scales between 2 km and 2000 km and involves processes
that last from a few hours to days.

Note that we use a third scale in this particular chapter to describe local processes in
mountain regions. These overlap partly with mesoscale processes, but occur usually at
smaller scales and are not the main focus of this dissertation.
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2.1.2 The atmospheric water cycle and water vapor transport

The Earth’s water cycle describes how water in its various forms (i.e. vapor, liquid, or frozen)
is stored and transported in the climate system (Fig. 2.1). Precipitation is one component
in this cycle and the principal flux from the atmosphere to soils, surface waters, and the
ocean. While precipitation removes water from the atmosphere, the addition of water to
the atmosphere at a certain location is controlled by either local surface evaporation or
atmospheric water vapor transport into the region. Atmospheric water vapor transport is
especially important for precipitation over land, where evaporation is significantly smaller
than over the oceans.

Figure 2.1: The Earth’s water cycle with its pools (boxes) and fluxes (italic text) of water. Source/Usage: Public do-
main. The figure is provided by the US Geological Survey and can be downloaded from https://www.usgs.gov/special-topics/
water-science-school/science/water-cycle.

Because the amount of water that is stored in any component of the water cycle (the pools
in Fig. 2.1) is approximately constant, the fluxes between them have to be in balance. For
the atmospheric branch of the water cycle, this means that precipitation is balanced by
evaporation and atmospheric water vapor transport. Hence, the amount of precipitation
at a certain location averaged over a longer time period (e.g. seasonal mean) should ap-
proximately correspond to the sum of evaporation and the degree to which water vapor is
converging into the region (Peixoto & Oort, 1992). The local net influx of water vapor can
be quantified using the horizontal moisture flux convergence. Mathematically, the balance
between precipitation, evaporation, and net water vapor influx can be described as:

P − E ≈ −∇
∫ pt

ps

(q
−→
V )dp︸ ︷︷ ︸

horizontal moisture flux convergence

(2.1)

where P is the temporal mean of precipitation, E the temporal mean of evaporation (Peixoto
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& Oort, 1992). The right-hand side of the equation is the negative divergence (hence:
convergence) of the horizontal moisture fluxes integrated over pressure levels with q referring

to specific humidity and
−→
V referring to the horizontal wind vector.

Figure 2.2 shows that the summer mean of horizontal moisture flux convergence (∇
∫ pt
ps

qV )

over the TP region is balanced by the summer mean precipitation (P ) minus the sum-
mer mean evaporation (E). This demonstrates that precipitation is directly coupled to
atmospheric water vapor transport and highlights the importance of large-scale atmospheric
circulation systems that control atmospheric water vapor transport in specific regions and
seasons.

Figure 2.2: Components of the atmospheric water cycle for the TP region showing mean summer precipitation (P ), mean
summer evaporation (E) and horizontal moisture flux convergence (∇

∫ pt
ps

qV , where q refers to specific humidity and V to the

wind vector) integrated from surface pressure (ps) to top pressure (pt). The means have been calculated based on monthly
means from ERA5 for June–August 1980–2019 (Figure modified from Paper 7).

2.1.3 Atmospheric convection

Atmospheric convection is a precipitation process occurring at the mesoscale or smaller.
It works similarly to convection in a pot of cooking water: Some regions in the fluid are
heated greater than others, which causes these hotter and less dense regions to rise while
the colder and more dense regions sink. In the atmosphere, this heat transfer results from
surface heating by the sun or from mechanically forced upward motion by wind circulation,
topographic barriers, or friction. Atmospheric convection plays a key role in the global
water and energy cycle because it redistributes heat and moisture between the surface and
the upper levels of the troposphere. In the presence of water vapor, convection leads to the
formation of clouds, which makes it a key mechanism for precipitation formation.

This is particularly true for convective precipitation which refers to short-term heavy pre-
cipitation that forms in updrafts. Convective precipitation is usually distinguished from the
more moderate stratiform precipitation that is associated with large-scale lifting. Due to
different mechanisms involved in the formation of stratiform and convective precipitation,
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these two types of precipitation are affected differently by climate change. For example,
stratiform precipitation is estimated to increase with only 1%K−1 to 3%K−1 (O’Gorman,
2015), while orographic and convective precipitation are expected to increase at rates higher
than the estimated increase of atmospheric water vapor of 7%K−1 (e.g. Berg et al., 2013;
Lenderink et al., 2017). However, convection as a process is still relevant in the formation of
both types of precipitation because they often occur in the same convectively driven storm
system (Houze Jr, 1997).

The organization of convection into storms is a somewhat loosely defined concept that can
involve many different physical mechanisms. It helps, however, to distinguish long-lived
clusters of convective clouds and well-organized storm systems from isolated convection.
Isolated and scattered convection is different from organized convection because it occurs
more randomly in time and space. It is sometimes also referred to as popcorn convection,
simply because it pops up quickly (e.g. as a consequence of surface heating) and disappears
after a short time. In contrast to this short-lived occurrence of convection, organized convec-
tive storms generate an internal circulation that helps the storm system aggregate several
convective cells and maintain itself for several hours or days.

Although convective storms exist on a wide spectrum of different temporal and spatial scales,
they are characterized by relatively large vertical and horizontal extents as well as a longer
duration compared to isolated convection. This implies that they produce large precipita-
tion volumes during their lifetime. In contrast to the relatively harmless nature of isolated
convection, organized convective storms can be severe, especially when their strong winds
and large amounts of heavy precipitation affect the same area for several hours. The chang-
ing degree of convective organization (Pendergrass, 2020) and the intensification of future
storms over some regions (e.g. Prein, Liu, Ikeda, et al., 2017) are important drivers for future
changes in extreme precipitation. However, convective storms are not only responsible for
precipitation extremes but also contribute significantly to the total seasonal precipitation in
some regions, as will be demonstrated in more detail in Chapter 4.2.1. This is particularly
true for mesoscale convective systems (MCSs), one of the largest forms of organized convec-
tion. Since MCSs are a central topic of this dissertation (see Objective 2), the next section
will introduce this specific storm type in more detail.

2.1.4 Mesoscale convective systems

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are complexes of storms with horizontal dimensions
that span over several hundred to thousands of kilometers (Houze Jr, 2004). They are
important rainfall producers in the tropics and midlatitudes, which is why agriculture in
some regions depends on the occurrence of these storm systems. At the same time, MCSs
can cause destructive hazards and deaths, for example when they produce large hail or trigger
flash floods (Schumacher & Rasmussen, 2020). Over land, MCSs are most common in the
tropics and in the baroclinic zones downwind of major mountain ranges in the mid-latitudes
(Feng et al., 2021).

While the exact definition of the size of MCSs varies in the literature, they usually produce
precipitation over an axis of at least 100 km and persist for at least three hours in the mid-
latitudes (Houze Jr, 2004). Typically, MCSs are characterized by larger areas of stratiform
precipitation behind or surrounding the smaller region of convective precipitation (Houze Jr,
2004). These features make MCSs easily observable from space because the convective part
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appears particularly bright in visible and cold in infrared (IR) satellite imagery owing to the
high reflectivity and low cloud top temperature of deep convective clouds (Fig. 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Example image of an MCS occurring at the eastern edge of the TP (July 2020) seen from space in a true color
image (left) and infrared (IR) image (right). The MCS appears bright in the true color image due to the high reflectivity of
deep clouds. Because the measured emission in the IR image stems from the cloud top, deep clouds appear cold in the IR
image. The images were derived from the satellite Himawari (Bessho et al., 2016).

The key ingredients for MCS formation are moisture supply, uplift, and atmospheric insta-
bility. However, their growth may be controlled by different physical mechanisms, e.g. inter-
action with the large-scale circulation and interaction between cold pools (cold air masses)
and convective updrafts (Schumacher & Rasmussen, 2020). Because all of these ingredi-
ents are likely to be affected by climate change, the distribution and properties of MCSs
will change in the future. How exactly these changes look in specific regions is a relatively
new research topic that is currently getting increasing attention due to the ability of high-
resolution climate models to better represent MCS dynamics (Schumacher & Rasmussen,
2020).

2.2 Precipitation processes in mountain regions

Mountain regions play a key role in forming mid-latitude weather due to the mechanical
and thermodynamic effects of orography on wind circulation and energy fluxes. Despite the
lack of observations in mountain environments, there is a lot of theoretical knowledge about
the effects of mountains on air motion and other atmospheric variables, e.g. from idealized
model simulations and climate model experiments wherein mountains have been removed
(Barry, 1992). The interactions between mountains and the above-lying atmosphere take
place at different spatial scales which means that precipitation formation is influenced in
various ways (Barry, 1992).

2.2.1 Large-scale processes

Extensive mountain regions like the Andes, the Rocky Mountains, the TP, and the Himalayas
influence the global climate system through the generation of planetary-scale or gravity
waves and through the dynamical modifications of the large-scale circulation (Barry, 1992).
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Dynamical modification in this context means that the prevailing wind circulation can be
blocked or deflected by the mountain barrier. For example, the extratropical westerlies
are split at the lower levels of the troposphere when they encounter the Rocky Mountains
in North America or the TP in East Asia (Barry, 1992). Another example is the barrier
effect of the Himalayas which prevents the moist and warm summer monsoon air masses
from propagating further north (this effect can for example be seen in Fig. 1.2 in section
1.3.2). The dynamic modification of the wind circulation and the generation of wave patterns
have, in turn, far-reaching impacts on the continental precipitation distribution that are
not limited to the mountain region itself. For instance, global climate model experiments
without mountains show that high-altitude regions such as the TP and Colorado plateaus
are needed to create monsoon-like circulations around them. Without the mountains, the
climate in Northwest America and Central Asia would be moister while East Asia would be
substantially drier (Barry, 1992).

Owing to their height and large spatial extent, major mountain regions represent large-scale
heat sources that warm the middle and upper troposphere. For example, the role of the
TP as an elevated heat source has long been recognized and discussed as a crucial factor
influencing the large-scale atmospheric circulation during summer (Flohn, 1957). While the
heating of elevated surfaces occurs over relatively large scales, the resulting convection can
be very localized. The formation of convective clouds due to intense surface heating during
summer is a common phenomenon in many mountain regions (Barry, 1992). Surface heating
and heat release from precipitating clouds can also change the properties of weather systems
such as fronts passing the mountains, e.g. by altering temperature and pressure gradients
(Barry, 1992).

Because mountain regions are usually moisture-limited environments, the large-scale advec-
tion of atmospheric water vapor from remote regions is an important factor controlling how
much moisture is available in and around the mountains. As was shown in Figure 1.2, the
water vapor supply in the TP region is largely influenced by the monsoon circulation that
transports water vapor from the maritime regions in the south towards the inland during
summer. Around the Rocky Mountains and Andes, there are similar circulations and it has
been shown that the low-level jets associated with these circulations provide moisture that
is needed for convective storm formation in the lee of major mountains (e.g. Rasmussen &
Houze Jr, 2016). Paper V and Paper VI investigate in more detail what role moisture
transport from remote regions plays for convection in the lee of the TP.

2.2.2 Mesoscale processes

Lee cyclogenesis refers to the formation of cyclones at the downwind side of mountains and
is common where major mountain ranges interact with the mid-latitude westerly circulation.
Therefore, the Rocky Mountains, the TP, and the European Alps stand out as major centers
for cyclogenesis in the northern hemisphere during winter (Barry, 1992). There are multiple
mechanisms involved in the generation of lee cyclones, e.g. the warming of descending air
on the downslope in the case of the Rocky Mountains. From a dynamical point of view, the
generation of cyclonic rotation is mainly due to the vertical stretching of the air column on the
lee side of the mountains. Since the relationship between the sum of relative vorticity (degree
of rotation) and planetary vorticity (Coriolis parameter) in relation to column thickness needs
to be constant, an increase in column thickness implies that either the planetary or relative
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vorticity (hence: cyclonic rotation) needs to increase. When lee cyclogenesis occurs during
the boreal summer season in the northern hemisphere (boreal winter season in the southern
hemisphere), it is often related to convection (e.g. Rasmussen & Houze Jr, 2016).

In addition, downwind regions can be affected by capping inversions when the relatively
warmer and drier air from the mountains lies above the moister and colder air on the down-
wind side. Such stable conditions prevent the release of instability and lead to the accumula-
tion of energy. Eventually, the uplift of moist air in these regions manages to break through
this capping inversion and triggers severe convection. This mechanism has been found to
frequently occur in the lee of the Rocky Mountains (Carlson et al., 1983) and subtropical
Andes (Rasmussen & Houze, 2011).

Further, mesoscale disturbances might form over the mountains as a consequence of modifi-
cations of the large-scale circulation (see previous section) or diabatic heating. For example,
Tibetan Plateau vortices (TPVs; Curio et al., 2019) are frequently occurring mesoscale cy-
clonic low-pressure systems that form over the northwestern TP and propagate eastward
with the prevailing westerly circulation (Fig. 1.3). Figure 2.4 shows an example of a TPV
forming over the central northern TP during summer. TPVs can have significant effects on
the downstream weather and have been associated with heavy precipitation when they enter
the lower-elevated plains (Curio et al., 2019). Similar mesoscale disturbances propagating
eastward over the Rocky Mountains have been linked to the initiation of summer MCSs over
the Great Plains (Song et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2011). The role of TPVs in MCS formation
around the TP has so far not been addressed and is analyzed for a particular MCS case in
Paper V.

Figure 2.4: Example of a mesoscale vortex originating over the TP during summer. The vortex is featured by cyclonic rotation
and a low-pressure center, here shown based on horizontal wind vectors and geopotential height at 500 hPa derived from ERA5.

2.2.3 Local processes

Mountain circulations at horizontal scales between 1 km and 100 km are important for local
and short-duration precipitation (Barry, 1992). Thermally-induced slope winds (i.e. kata-
batic and anabatic winds) and mountain valley breezes occur due to contrasted surface
heating and cooling between day and night (Barry, 1992). The resulting local atmospheric
conditions eventually trigger updrafts and interact with microphysical processes that control
cloud and precipitation formation at the slopes (Barry, 1992).
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A widely observed phenomenon is the enhancement of precipitation by orographic lifting.
Multiple factors, e.g. atmospheric instability and terrain steepness, can influence the uplift
of air masses over mountains which consequently favors cloud formation and condensation
at higher altitudes of the atmosphere (Barry, 1992). This process often interacts with other
processes, so precipitation can be orographically enhanced, regardless of whether it was
initially formed by a local process, in a convective storm, or in a large-scale air mass that is
pushed against a mountain barrier (Barry, 1992).

Lastly, surface properties such as soil moisture and vegetation regulate heat fluxes in the
boundary layer. For example, wetter soils are associated with enhanced radiative heating of
the surface. This increases heat and moisture fluxes into the lower atmosphere which act as
fuel for the development of convection (Trapp, 2013). Such land-atmosphere interactions and
their resulting circulations can occur over larger areas and, if soil moisture is involved, give
rise to feedback mechanisms with relatively slow time responses (Trapp, 2013). However,
these interactions can also occur very localized, especially in mountain regions because small-
scale variations in topography imply a heterogeneity in surface properties. Over the TP, it
has been suggested that regions with locally higher soil moisture contents favor convective
initiation (Barton et al., 2021; Sugimoto & Ueno, 2012)). In addition, other factors such
as topography, winds, and vegetation have been discussed to influence local variations in
convection intensity (Barton et al., 2021).
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Chapter 3

OBSERVING AND MODELING MOUNTAIN

PRECIPITATION AND CONVECTION

Observing and modeling clouds and precipitation in complex terrain continues to be a ma-
jor challenge in atmospheric science, even though observation and modeling capabilities
progressed significantly during the past two decades. This chapter presents state-of-the-art
methods to observe and model mountain precipitation and convection. The main advantages
and limitations of different data sources are discussed based on examples from the Tibetan
Plateau region and an overview of the specific data sets, their coverage, and resolution is
provided at the end of this chapter.

3.1 Ground-based observations

Put simply, rain and snow gauges are buckets that collect precipitation. They are indispens-
able for precipitation-related research and are usually seen as the ground truth for surface
precipitation because they are the most direct measurements available. However, gauges
measure precipitation over a very limited area, which limits their ability to capture the
spatial distribution of precipitation.

Gauge networks in mountain regions are typically less dense than in easily accessible areas,
simply because it is more difficult and expensive to maintain meteorological stations in
remote regions and harsh environments, especially during winter. For example, most gauge
stations over the TP are located in the eastern parts and below the average elevation of
4000m ASL. Hence, there are almost no measurements of precipitation in the central and
northwestern parts of the TP and the higher altitudes of the Himalayas (Fig. 3.1e).

Another limitation of gauge measurements in mountain regions is that precipitation can show
large differences between valleys and mountaintops. Because mountain weather is influenced
by various topography-related processes (see section 2.2.3), a particular gauge station may
not be representative of a larger area. For example, a station could measure precipitation
that is locally enhanced by the orography or, conversely, it could miss the orographic effects
of the surroundings. In addition, the quality of gauge measurements has been shown to be
significantly affected by wind-induced undercatch of snow (Groisman & Easterling, 1994)
and by varying catch efficiencies of different instruments (Rasmussen et al., 2012). As a con-
sequence of undercatch and orographic effects, global gauge measurements of precipitation
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show the largest biases over high mountain regions when compared to precipitation inferred
from water budgets based on stream flow observations (Beck et al., 2020).

3.2 Satellite retrievals

In contrast to gauge measurements, satellite observations can provide spatially continuous
estimates of precipitation, even in remote areas. Advances in remote sensing technology and
new satellite missions over the last two decades (e.g., Kidd & Huffman, 2011; Stephens
et al., 2002) have offered new possibilities to gain insights into cloud and precipitation
processes.

There are various current and historical satellite sensors that can be used to observe clouds
and precipitation. However, the aspects of clouds and precipitation that can be investigated
with satellite observations depend on the characteristics of the respective sensor. Active
satellite sensors, for example, send out beams of radiation and measure its reflection from
atmospheric features. The time between the emission and reception of the reflected signal
can be used to infer the vertical structure of the observed features. This is particularly useful
for studying convective storms because these are characterized by clouds with deep vertical
extents. However, active satellite measurements typically have a more limited temporal and
spatial coverage compared to passive satellite sensors that measure reflected solar radiation or
thermal emission from the atmosphere. For example, radar measurements from the CloudSat
mission (Stephens et al., 2002) overpass the TP during two specific times of the day (around
1:30 am and 13:30 pm local time), limiting their ability in capturing the complete diurnal
cycle of convection (Paper I).

Figure 3.1 illustrates what aspects of clouds and precipitation are captured by different obser-
vations based on an example case of summer convection over the TP. The uppermost panels
show cloud observations seen from two different satellite sensors. Figure 3.1a shows passive
measurements of thermal infrared (IR) brightness temperatures with low temperatures indi-
cating cold (and thus high) cloud tops. The red line indicates the trajectory of an overpass
of the active sensor from the CloudSat satellite mission during the same time. Figure 3.1b
shows the vertical profile of clouds during that overpass, revealing several deep convective
clouds during the daytime. While the observations from the top can see the complete hori-
zontal extent of cloud systems, they provide only limited information on the vertical extent
through the temperature that is linked to cloud top height. They do, however, not contain
any information on the vertical structure that is instead captured by active sensors. In this
dissertation, satellite observations of IR brightness temperatures have been used to identify
and track MCSs (Paper IV, Paper V), whereas satellite observations from CloudSat have
been used to study sub-regional differences in the distribution of clouds over the TP (Paper
I).

Further, Figure 3.1c shows satellite-retrieved precipitation from theGlobal Precipitation Mea-
surement Mission (GPM; Kidd & Huffman, 2011). Satellite retrievals are indirect measure-
ments because they infer physical quantities such as precipitation from the electromagnetic
radiation measured by the satellites. The retrieval, which involves statistical or physical
modeling, introduces additional uncertainties that are particularly high in heterogeneous
mountain regions like and in regions with few gauge measurements available to correct and
validate retrieved precipitation. However, satellite-retrieved precipitation represents the best
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observations available for studying spatial patterns of precipitation at a high temporal reso-
lution. Figure 3.1c shows, for instance, that GPM IMERG indicates precipitation occurring
over the central TP that is consistent with the cloud observations (Fig. 3.1a). These pre-
cipitating areas are not captured by the gauge measurements because there are no stations
located over all areas where precipitation occurs (Fig. 3.1e).

A drawback of many satellite-based precipitation data sets is that they do not reach as far
back in time as gauge measurements and reanalyses (Fig. 3.1f). This makes them less useful
to study decadal variability and climate trends.

Figure 3.1: Observations of clouds and precipitation over the TP based on different data sources: a) IR
brightness temperatures from merged passive satellite observations on July 30th, 2016; 13:00 local time. The red line indicates
the trajectory of a CloudSat overpass of which the observations are shown in panel b. b) Convective clouds over the TP
during daytime (∼ 13:00 local time) as seen by the radar sensor onboard CloudSat. The panel shows a vertical cross-section
of radar reflectivities wherein the black contour marks features that are classified as clouds. Notice that the dark area of high
reflectivities just above the surface is due to unwanted echoes from the ground. c) Satellite-retrieved hourly rain rates from
GPM IMERG during at the same date and time as in a). d) Hourly rain rates from the global reanalysis ERA5 at the same
date and time as in a). e) Accumulated daily precipitation from gauge measurements on the same day as in a). f) Time series
with annual mean precipitation averaged over the area shown in a-e for gauge measurements, GPM IMERG, and ERA5.

3.3 Global reanalysis data

Reanalysis data combines observations with numerical models through a technique called
data assimilation. These data sets provide a best estimate of the atmospheric state that
is both physically consistent (due to the time integration of numerical models solving the
underlying physical equations) and constrained by observations.

While reanalyses provide a robust estimate of the large-scale atmospheric circulation and
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Figure 3.2: Fraction of total annual precipitation that is produced by the convective parameterization scheme in the global
reanalysis ERA5 based on monthly averages for the period 1980–2020. This fraction reflects the relevance of convective processes
in the region. At the same time, it also reflects the uncertainty of regional precipitation estimates because these estimates are
associated with a highly simplified representation of convective processes.

associated water vapor transport, clouds and precipitation are among the most uncertain at-
mospheric variables in such data sets. Reanalyses have similar uncertainties to conventional
global and regional climate models because they rely on the parameterization of convective
processes to represent precipitation from convective storms. In other words, they do not
explicitly resolve updrafts and convective mass fluxes, but instead, describe the collective
effects of convective clouds within a grid cell as a function of the resolved large-scale con-
ditions. Figure 3.2 demonstrates how much of the annual mean precipitation in the ERA5
reanalysis is produced by parameterized sub-grid processes as opposed to precipitation that
results from large-scale processes. While precipitation along the Himalayas mainly results
from large-scale processes (probably when air masses are pushed against the high orographic
barrier; see section 1.3.2), precipitation in the central parts of the TP as well as in the regions
south and east of the mountains is largely associated with non-resolved sub-grid processes.
This indicates that there is relatively high uncertainty in the precipitation estimates from
reanalysis data over the TP. Figures 3.1c-d and f show large differences between precipitation
estimates from GPM and ERA5, which reflects these uncertainties.

Additionally, small-scale variations in topography are poorly represented in ERA5 (Fig. 3.3).
This shortcoming affects the representation of mesoscale processes associated with topogra-
phy interactions, e.g. diurnal up- and downslope wind or water vapor transport through a
valley. Likewise, other small-scale features of the land surface are poorly represented which
can also be relevant for the representation of convection and precipitation when these are
the result of land-atmosphere interactions (see section 2.2.3).

3.4 Regional kilometer-scale model simulations

A promising solution to uncertainties caused by the coarse resolution and convective parametriza-
tion of global models are regional, non-hydrostatic km-scale climate model simulations. These
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simulations are performed at horizontal resolutions between 1 km and 9 km and in a non-
hydrostatic configuration. A non-hydrostatic climate model can resolve vertical motions at
scales similar to horizontal motions allowing the convective parameterization to be turned
off. Often, such simulations are also referred to as convection-permitting because they can
realistically resolve convective large storms (Prein et al., 2021).

Since the increase of spatial resolution is more computationally feasible for a limited region
than for global simulations, it is common to use regional climate models to perform km-
scale simulations (Prein et al., 2015). A regional climate model uses information from a
global reanalysis or climate model with a coarser spatial resolution to down-scale large-scale
climate processes to regional scales. This technique is also called dynamical downscaling
(Giorgi & Gutowski Jr, 2015) because it uses large-scale climate variables as initial and
boundary conditions, but resolves the dynamics of large-scale and mesoscale processes within
the model domain. The result of this technique is higher-resolution climate information that
is still consistent with the large-scale atmospheric circulation of the driving reanalysis or
model. Furthermore, it is possible to constrain the large-scale circulation in the inner model
domain not only through the initial and lateral boundary conditions but also through nudging
large-scale variables at certain wavelengths to be more similar to those in the driving model.
This specific technique is referred to as spectral nudging and has been used in Paper V and
VI (more detailed discussion in Chapter 4.2.2).

Due to the steadily increasing computational capabilities, it is now possible to run regional
km-scale simulations over multiple decades (Prein et al., 2015). This offers new opportunities
to study convective storms in a climate context. In addition to a more realistic representation
of convection, a high spatial resolution has also the potential to better represent meteorolog-
ical variables that are largely affected by mesoscale processes as well as small-scale variations
in land surface features and topography. Figure 3.3 exemplifies how variations in topogra-
phy are represented in high-resolution climate models with different grid spacings compared
to reanalysis data. The better representation of the small-scale features in high-resolution
models may significantly influence atmospheric water vapor transport over mountain barri-
ers (Lin et al., 2018) and the occurrence and intensity of precipitation (Lucas-Picher et al.,
2021).

However, the representation of convective storms in km-scale climate simulations is still
a relatively new research field, and there remain challenges in regional climate modeling,
particularly with regard to the representation of convective processes. First, regional climate
models are strongly dependent on the lateral boundary conditions which are usually provided
by a global reanalysis or global climate model. This dependency implies that uncertainties
in the driving reanalysis or model transfer to the regional climate model. While global
reanalyses provide the best possible estimate of historical climate and large-scale circulation,
the uncertainties in data from global climate models are likely much higher.

Second, regional climate models are only indirectly coupled to the global circulation and
water and energy cycle (see Paper V and Paper VI). Although the forcing through the
lateral boundary conditions ensures that the model is overall consistent with the global
physics, the atmospheric state in the inner model domain can drift away.

Third, convection still depends on multiple parameterization schemes (i.e. microphysics,
planetary boundary layer) and several small-scale processes related to convection are not
fully resolved. Because most of the parameterization schemes used in high-resolution climate
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Figure 3.3: Representation of topography in data sets with different spatial resolutions ranging from ∼30 km in a global
reanalysis (ERA5) to 4 km in a km-scale climate model (WRF). The line plots demonstrate how different the elevation profiles
at a given latitude (here: along the gray dashed line at 28◦N) compare between the shown data sets.
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modeling have been adopted from climate models with coarser spatial resolution, it is still
unclear how applicable these are for km-scale models. In addition, it is a topical question
which spatial resolution is needed to resolve the most relevant processes to for regional
climate change projections.

Finally, there are different techniques for regional climate modeling and many choices have
to be made when setting up a model simulation. These choices do not only include choices
of parameterization schemes, but also domain size and location, update frequency of lateral
boundary conditions as well as horizontal and vertical resolution. All of these choices can
affect the model’s performance. In Paper V, we have used an ensemble of km-scale simula-
tions with multiple models and model configurations to evaluate and discuss their respective
impacts on simulations over the TP.

3.5 Observational and model data sets used in this dis-

sertation

Table 3.1 provides an overview of the specific data sets that were used (and partly created)
in the scientific papers of this dissertation. These data sets encompass gauge measurements,
active and passive satellite observations of clouds and precipitation, global reanalysis data,
and km-scale model simulations with grid spacings between 2 km and 9 km.
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Table 3.1: Overview of data sets used in the papers of this dissertation

Data source (Parameters) Name of data product Resolution Period Reference Paper

Gauge stations Chinese Meteorological Agency - 2000 - 2019 - III, V
(Daily accumulated precipitation)

Active satellite measurements CloudSat-CALIPSO ∼ 1 km along track 2006 - 2011 Stephens et al. (2002) I
(Cloud fraction, Reflectivity) 2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR ∼ 1 km along track

Active satellite measurements CloudSat-CALIPSO ∼ 1 km along track 2007 - 2010 Stephens et al. (2002) I
(Cloud classes) 2B-CLDCLASS-LIDAR

Active satellite measurements CloudSat-CALIPSO ∼ 1 km along track 2007 - 2010 Stephens et al. (2002) I
(Cloud phase) 2C-ICE

Active-passive merged satellite retrieval GPM IMERG v06 ∼ 11 km 2000 - 2019 Huffman et al. (2019) II, III, IV, V
(Half-hourly rain rates)

Active-passive merged retrieval CMORPH ∼ 11 km 2008, 2011-2016 Joyce et al. (2004) II, V
(3-hourly rain rates)

Active-passive merged satellite retrieval MWSEP ∼ 11 km 2008, 2011 - 2016 Beck et al. (2017) II, V
(Hourly rain rates)

Active-passive merged satellite retrieval CHIRPS ∼ 11 km 2008, 2011 - 2016 Funk et al. (2015) V
(Hourly rain rates)

Passive merged satellite retrieval NCEP CPC 4km 2000 - 2019 Janowiak et al. (2017) IV, V
(Half-hourly brightness temperatures)

Global reanalysis ERA5 ∼ 30 km 1979 - 2019 Hersbach et al. (2020) III, IV, V, VI
(Precipitation, Dynamical variables)

Km-scale model WRF 9km 1979 - 2019 Ou et al. (2020), Ou et al. (2023) VI
(Precipitation, Dynamical variables)

Regional climate model WRF 4km 2019-2020 Prein et al. (2022) V
(Precipitation, Dynamical variables)

Regional (and global) climate models Multi-model ensemble 2 km-12 km July 2008 Prein et al. (2022) V
(Precipitation, Dynamical variables) including WRF Kukulies et al. (2023; Paper V)
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Chapter 4

PAPER SUMMARIES

This chapter summarizes and connects the seven scientific papers included in the dissertation
(see List of Papers, p. iii). Since two central themes are the large-scale atmospheric circu-
lation (see Objective 1) and mesoscale convective systems (see Objective 2) as precipitation
controls, the results are organized into these two themes. Note, however, that these themes
are also intertwined and simultaneously addressed in some of the papers.

4.1 The role of large-scale atmospheric circulation

4.1.1 Vertical cloud structures in three large-scale circulation regimes

Paper I: Temporal and spatial variations of convection and precipitation over the
Tibetan Plateau based on recent satellite observations. Part I: Cloud climatology
derived from CloudSat and CALIPSO

Motivation and aim

Convective cloud systems have long been recognized as an important component in the water
cycle over the TP (section 1.3.3). Since the effect of clouds on the regional climate and its
linkage to precipitation depend on the clouds’ macro- and microphysical properties, we ex-
amined convection over the TP through the lens of cloud observations. Radar measurements
from active satellite sensors provide insights into vertical cloud structures which have the
potential to greatly improve the understanding of convection in particular regions (section
3.2). Only a few studies have focused on the vertical distribution of cloud systems over the
TP in a climatological context. The goal of this paper was to characterize the seasonal and
diurnal variations of different cloud types across the TP. In addition, we aimed to investigate
differences between different large-scale regimes.

Method

We have used radar reflectivities and retrieved cloud properties from active satellite sensors
to create climatological composites of these for the monsoon and westerly seasons. We
then compared the climatological cloud properties between three sub-regions of the TP that
are influenced by different large-scale atmospheric circulations and moisture sources using
the regional framework proposed by Yao et al. (2013). The regions investigated were the
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westerly-dominated northern TP, the monsoon-dominated southern TP, and the transition
zone that is affected by both large-scale atmospheric systems.

Key results

• Importance of convection: The radar reflectivity profiles suggest that convective
clouds play an important role over the TP. Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of radar
reflectivities at different heights which can be seen as a proxy for cloud density at
the corresponding given altitude. A distribution with high reflectivities throughout
the atmospheric column indicates thus either more convective cloud types with deep
vertical extents or the simultaneous occurrence of shallow and high cirrus clouds. In
contrast, higher frequencies centered around lower altitudes are typical for bright bands
associated with stratiform cloud layers. Figure 4.1c demonstrates that cloud tops can
exceed 15 km ASL and that clouds with extents extending 8 km are relatively common
during the monsoon season.

• Differences between sub-regions with different large-scale circulations: Fig-
ure 4.1 shows that clouds with high vertical extents are most common in the monsoon-
dominated south during the monsoon season, whereas the westerly-dominated north
exhibits more cloud profiles with stratiform cloud layers. Differences in cloud charac-
teristics between the monsoon-dominated and westerly-dominated sub-regions match
with the differences associated with the respective seasons, but we note also that differ-
ences between the seasons outweigh the sub-regional (as well as day-night) differences
in most examined cloud parameters.

4.1.2 Seasonal and diurnal precipitation characteristics over the
TP

Paper II: Temporal and spatial variations of convection, clouds, and precipitation
over the Tibetan Plateau from recent satellite observations. Part II: Precipita-
tion climatology derived from global precipitation measurement mission

Motivation and aim

While Paper I indicated the presence of convective clouds in the monsoon-dominated south-
ern parts of the TP, the cloud observations only contain limited information on surface pre-
cipitation due to unwanted echoes of the radar reflectivity close to the surface (see Fig. 3.1b).
In this paper, we complemented the cloud analysis by investigating the spatiotemporal pat-
terns of satellite-retrieved precipitation with the goal to determine sub-regional differences
in seasonal and diurnal precipitation characteristics. We also tested if these characteristics
are consistent with the cloud observations and the large-scale circulation regime framework
used in Paper I.

Method

We used precipitation estimates from four different satellite products to compare the sea-
sonal and diurnal variations of precipitation across the TP. We also performed a principal
component analysis to detect regional patterns of temporal variations beyond the differences
in the total amount of precipitation.
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(a) westerly-dominated north, May – Sep (b) westerly-dominated north, Oct – Apr

(c) monsoon-dominated south, May – Sep (d) monsoon-dominated south zone, Oct – Apr

Figure 4.1: Frequencies of radar reflectivity at different altitudes for the westerly-dominated north (a–b) compared to
the monsoon-dominated south (c–d) over the TP during monsoon (May-Sep) and westerly seasons (Oct-Apr) based on 2B-
GEOPROF (Table 3.1) for 2006 – 2011 (Figure modified from Paper I). The height bins [km ASL] of the radar measurements
range from 2 km to 17 km with a 0.24 km interval, and the reflectivity bins [dBZ] range from -30 dBZ to 30 dBZ with a 1 dBZ
intervals. Higher frequencies concentrated over a narrower range of altitudes indicate stratiform clouds, whereas occurrences of
high radar reflectivities distributed over the entire atmospheric column indicate convective clouds.
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Key results

• Sub-regional differences in seasonality: The differences in seasonal cycles along
the west-to-east axis were much more pronounced than along a north-to-south axis,
evidencing that the large-scale circulation regime framework used in Paper I does
not hold for precipitation seasonality. The results of the principal component analysis
show a spatial dipole pattern of two distinct seasonalities: The central TP is marked
by a strong July peak and more than 70% of the total annual precipitation falls during
the monsoon season (May–Sep), whereas the northwestern and southern regions of the
plateau exhibit significantly smaller amplitudes in the annual cycle.

• Sub-regional difference in the diurnal cycle: The spatial patterns of diurnal
precipitation over the TP are more complex and show also a seasonal dependence.
During the monsoon season, the diurnal cycle of precipitation over most regions of the
TP is distinct from its surroundings. This difference is manifested through a stronger
afternoon to early evening peak (17:00 LST time, 11:00 UTC) and a weaker nighttime
peak (23:00 LST, 17:00 UTC).

• Convective precipitation: Convective precipitation, as classified in the used data
products, contributes only between 10% and 30% to the total precipitation over the
TP during the monsoon months. This is significantly less than previously suggested
by climate model simulations and reanalysis data.

4.1.3 Systematic classification of precipitation seasonality

Paper III: Regionalization of Seasonal Precipitation over the Tibetan Plateau
and Associated Large-Scale Atmospheric Systems

Motivation and aim

Owing to the importance of the TP for water resources (section 1.3.1), the seasonality of
precipitation over the TP has potential implications for the seasonality and magnitude of
river runoff. A plateau-scale view on precipitation masks sub-regional differences and one
open question is how different large-scale circulation systems affect different regions of the
TP. In Paper II, we showed that the prevailing precipitation regimes over the TP are more
complex than suggested in the large-scale circulation regime framework used in Paper I,
but it is still unclear which are the dominant large-scale atmospheric systems affecting pre-
cipitation and how they influence the inter-annual variability of the prevailing precipitation
regimes over the TP. The aim of this study was to answer these two questions by classifying
seasonal precipitation regimes in a systematic way and based on multiple data sources.

Method

We have used a self-organizing map algorithm to classify seasonal cycles of 10-day averaged
precipitation over the TP in satellite data (GPM IMERG), reanalysis data (ERA5), and
gauge measurements. We also performed a composite analysis to relate anomalies in precip-
itation seasonality to different large-scale atmospheric circulation systems and we quantified
how robust different regimes were in terms of inter-annual variations.
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Key results

• Regional precipitation regimes: Figure 4.2 shows the main result obtained by the
classification. Three distinct regional precipitation regimes are 1) a western regime
with a winter peak, 2) a southwestern regime with a late summer peak, and 3) an
eastern regime with an early summer peak.

• Inter-annual variations: The western precipitation regime was the most robust
regime with the smallest inter-annual variations, as its extent has not changed much
during the past two decades. The extent of the other two regimes tend to shift between
the northern and central TP, but are stable in the eastern and southwestern region.

• Linkage to large-scale atmospheric systems: The inter-annual precipitation vari-
ations in the southwestern and eastern regions were associated with variations in the
South Asian high and Indian Summer monsoon, while precipitation variations in the
western region were primarily influenced by variations in the westerly jet stream. The
main difference between the eastern and southwestern regimes is that the earlier peak
of the eastern region was also associated with the anticyclonic circulation over the
Western North Pacific and with a stronger South Asian high than the southwestern
region.

Figure 4.2: Three precipitation seasonality regimes classified based on ERA5, GPM IMERG, and gauge measurements (Figure
adopted from Paper III). The blue region is primarily associated with the westerly circulation, while the green and yellow
regions are both associated with the South Asian High and summer monsoons.
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4.2 The role of mesoscale convective systems

4.2.1 Satellite-derived climatology

Paper IV: The Role of Mesoscale Convective Systems in Precipitation in the
Tibetan Plateau Region

Motivation and aim

Thus far, we have established a better understanding of how large-scale atmospheric systems
are linked to the prevailing cloud and precipitation regimes over the TP, but we have not
looked at the downstream regions yet. Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) have been
suggested as an important source of precipitation both over the TP and in its downstream
regions, but their characteristics and impact on precipitation are not well understood. From
Paper I, we know deep clouds occur frequently over the TP, but it remains unclear how
large these systems are and if they are primarily associated with MCSs.

Previous studies have mainly used infrared (IR) satellite imagery to identify MCSs over the
TP. This can lead to errors because cirrus clouds or other cold features over mountain regions
can give signals similar to those of convective systems in warm-climate regions. Therefore,
the primary goal of this paper was to clarify the role of MCSs in precipitation. For this, we
developed a novel tracking algorithm that makes use of IR brightness temperatures combined
with satellite-retrieved precipitation as an additional constraint in the MCS identification.
Given the importance of downstream MCS formation (sections 4.2 and 2.2.2), we focused
not only on the TP headwaters but also on the surrounding downstream regions.

Method

Using 20 years of half-hourly brightness temperatures from IR satellite imagery combined
with satellite precipitation estimates from GPM IMERG, we created an MCS climatology
for the TP and its surroundings. We developed a new method to track MCSs over the
TP based on the open-source python package tobac (Sokolowsky et al., 2023; Manuscript
in preparation). The resulting tracks were used to derive storm statistics for different sub-
regions and to identify large-scale atmospheric circulation systems that were favorable for
MCS genesis in the respective regions.

Key results

• MCS tracking method: When precipitation and stricter thresholds for brightness
temperatures are used as additional constraints in the MCS identification, the results
of the tracking show significantly fewer MCSs over the TP compared to when only
brightness temperatures are used. This suggests that the role of MCSs over the TP
headwaters might have been overestimated in previous studies.

• MCS-associated precipitation: The resulting MCS database has been used to de-
rive the contribution of MCSs to the total precipitation. The upper panels in Figure 4.5
show the climatological contribution during the summer months June-August. In some
areas, MCSs contribute more than 50% to the total rainfall, indicating their potential
importance for agricultural activities. The regions over land with the highest MCS
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contributions are the Indo-Gangetic Plains and the Mekong river basin. In addition,
MCSs play an important role in the Sichuan and Yangtze river basins, particularly
during the mature phase of the monsoon between June and August. The results of all
sub-regions indicate that MCSs that produce the largest amounts of precipitation are
characterized by longevity and large extents rather than by high intensities.

• Linkage to large-scale atmospheric systems: Anomalies in the location and in-
tensity of the South Asian High and westerly circulation were associated with smaller
MCSs that originated over the TP. In addition, strong negative anomalies in 500 hPa
geopotential height, widespread positive anomalies in atmospheric instability, and pos-
itive anomalies in moisture advection between 20N◦ and 30N◦ were associated with
MCSs in the downwind regions.

4.2.2 Kilometer-scale ensemble simulations

Paper V: Kilometer-scale multi-model and multi-physics ensemble simulations
of a mesoscale convective system in the lee of the Tibetan Plateau: Implications
for climate simulations

Motivation and aim

The climatological importance of MCSs in the eastern and southern downstream regions of
the TP was shown based on observations in Paper IV. As a next step, we aim to investigate
how well climate models can capture MCS characteristics and their impact on precipitation
since this is a prerequisite for future climate projections.

Km-scale model simulations provide a useful tool to investigate precipitation processes over
and around mountains, where convective organization is influenced by interactions with
topography (section 3.4). The aim of this paper was to assess the sensitivity of km-scale
simulations of a downstreamMCS to different model systems and configurations. In addition,
we aimed to identify physical processes that need to be correctly simulated for successfully
capturing the downstream MCS formation.

This study was part of an internationally coordinated modeling effort (a so-called CORDEX
Flagship Pilot Study) that aims to assess the benefits and limitations of km-scale climate
models for simulating the water cycle over the TP.

Method

We have evaluated a km-scale model ensemble of a flood-producing MCS in the east of
the TP. This ensemble consisted of 36 simulations using different regional climate models,
parameterization schemes, and model setups (e.g. varying domain size and spatial resolution)
to analyze how well the MCS and associated processes (e.g. vortex evolution, cloud formation
and water vapor transport) were represented. To put this case study in a longer time context,
we also evaluated the simulated MCS statistics in a one-year-long simulation performed with
the Weather and Research Forecast (WRF) model (Skamarock et al., 2019).
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Key results

• Key processes: Recall from section 2.2.2 that Tibetan Plateau vortices (TPVs) can
influence the downstream weather east of the TP. In this case study, we identified the
evolution and transport of a TPV, its interaction with the jet stream, and water vapor
advection from the south as key processes for the MCS formation. Figure 4.3 visualizes
the eastward propagation of the TPV from the mountains to the lower-elevation areas
and the water vapor fluxes into the basin wherein the MCS was observed. The eastward
propagation of the TPV is visible as a tilted streak of positive relative vorticity occur-
ring between July 18th and July 20th in the Hovmöller diagram. The figure compares
two WRF simulations to ERA5 and shows that the WRF simulation that is nudged to
be closer to the large-scale atmospheric circulation in ERA5 (WRFnudging) captures the
vortex transport and the water vapor transport from the south. In contrast, the WRF
simulation without nudging does not capture these two processes. This demonstrates
the importance of the large-scale circulation for the mesoscale processes involved in
this specific MCS case (Fig. 4.3).

• Model sensitivities: There were generally large differences between the regional
climate models and most simulations struggled to capture the interaction between the
vortex and jet stream, resulting in a poor simulation of the location and magnitude of
MCS-associated precipitation. Constraining the large-scale flow by spectral nudging
and increasing the domain size improved the simulation significantly. This is shown
in Figure 4.4 which compares the skill of different models and model configurations in
simulating precipitation at different spatial scales.

• MCS climatology: Figure 4.5 shows the simulated MCS precipitation in the one-
year-long simulation compared to satellite observations. It was found that the identified
biases in water vapor transport, vortex evolution, and jet stream in the case simulation
did not significantly influence the general statistics of MCS-associated precipitation
and associated water vapor transport in the one-year simulation. However, while the
seasonal cycle of MCSs and domain-averaged MCS-associated precipitation are well
captured, there are biases in MCS occurrences over the TP, south of the Sichuan basin,
and south of the Himalayas. These biases in the spatial distribution of MCSs indicate
that the model performance may also depend on the mechanism that is relevant for
MCS formation in different regions.
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Figure 4.3: Hovmöller (latitude-time) diagrams of relative vorticity [10−5 s−1] and mean vertically integrated water vapor
transport (IVT) during an MCS event in the Sichuan basin (located in the east of the TP) in July 2008. The panels compare
the vortex evolution over the TP (left panels) and the subsequent water vapor transport in the lee of the TP (right panels)
between ERA5 and two WRF simulations at 4 km, one of which has used spectral nudging (Figure modified from Paper V).
The dashed lines in the left panels indicate the western and eastern boundaries of the TP. Notice that the observed time of the
MCS event corresponds to the time point when the TPV moves of the plateau in ERA5 (20th July).
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Figure 4.4: Median fractional skill scores (FSSs) of simulated hourly precipitation fields during an MCS event in the lee of the
TP (Figure modified from Paper V). The FSS is a spatial verification metric that measures the fraction of simulated rain rates
above a specified rain rate threshold within a certain neighborhood (horizontal scale) compared to reference observations (here:
GPM IMERG; Table 3.1)). The figure shows that WRF simulation using spectral nudging (WRFnudging) has the highest skill
in the ensemble. Additionally, the simulation was sensitive to the domain size (WRFD1 to WRFD3, where WRFD1 represents
the smallest domain ) with the higher skills for the larger domain sizes (WRFD2 and WRFD3). The gray shading indicates
the spread of a WRF ensemble with different physics parameterizations and the blue shading indicates the spread of different
regional climate models.
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Figure 4.5: MCS-associated precipitation and contribution to total precipitation estimated from satellite observations (Obs)
and a km-scale WRF simulation with a horizontal grid spacing of 4 km. The upper panels show the summer climatology for
2000-2019 (obtained from Paper IV) and the remaining panels show the summer season for 2020 which was used in the model
experiment presented in Paper V.

4.2.3 Time scales of summer water vapor transport

Paper VI: Time scales of summer moisture transport downwind of the Tibetan
Plateau in reanalysis and dynamically downscaled climate data

Motivation and aim

Paper V left us with the hypothesis that the interaction between the TP and the west-
erly jet can strengthen cyclonic motion that increases northward water vapor fluxes on the
downwind side of the TP. This was motivated by the case study showing that model simula-
tions capturing the TPV transport from the TP into lower-elevation areas showed enhanced
water vapor transport from the south. Here, we approached this topic by investigating the
importance of turbulent transport in the downwind region east of the TP.

While it is well established that the Asian summer monsoon controls the water vapor trans-
port to the TP region (Fig. 1.2), the role of sub-seasonal time scales of water vapor transport,
so-called eddies, is poorly understood. This study connects mesoscale with large-scale atmo-
spheric processes by pursuing the following three goals: 1) Determine the relative importance
of mean flow and eddies at different time scales, 2) link the time scales of water vapor trans-
port to large-scale atmospheric circulation systems and the atmospheric moisture budget,
and 3) investigate the differences in mean flow and eddy water vapor transport between
dynamically downscaled and reanalysis data.
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Method

We computed the different components of the atmospheric moisture budget and decomposed
the horizontal moisture flux convergence (see equation 2.1) and vertically integrated moisture
transport into their mean and eddy components at different time scales. To assess regional
controls of precipitation in the TP downwind region, the water vapor flux components were
calculated for the rectangular latitude-longitude box shown in Figure 4.6. In addition, we
calculated the influxes through the southern boundary to this sub-region.

The computed components were correlated with large-scale circulation indices representing
variations in the position and intensity of the westerly jet stream as well as different monsoon
circulations. Additionally, we linked the water vapor and moisture budget components
to MCS frequencies obtained from the data set created in Paper IV. The analysis was
performed using 40 years of ERA5 reanalysis data and ERA5-driven WRF model output
from a non-hydrostatic simulation at 9 km (WRF9km).

Key results

• Relative importance of mean flow and eddies for water vapor transport:
The mean flow stands for 80% and the eddy transport 20% of the total summer water
vapor transport. Turbulences at time scales ≥ 3 days contribute ∼50% of the total
eddy transport, whereas shorter time scales stand for the remaining 50%. Daily to
3-daily eddies show the largest contributions among the studied time scales. Figure 4.6
demonstrates that the downwind region of the TP is a key region for northward sub-
daily and daily eddy transport and that the mean flow mainly controls the moisture
influx from the south.

• The role of water vapor transport in precipitation and MCSs: Summer mean
precipitation and MCS occurrences in the downwind region are positively correlated
to the mean-flow moisture flux convergence and moisture fluxes from the south. In
contrast, MCS occurrences are negatively correlated with eddy convergence and influx
through the southern boundary. This means that a higher MCS activity in the down-
wind region is associated with a higher eddy divergence (i.e. water vapor transported
out of the region). As opposed to our hypothesis, the eddy inflow from the south is
not significantly correlated with MCS frequencies, suggesting that the mean flow plays
a bigger role in total MCS occurrences.

• Correlations to large-scale circulation indices: The position of the westerly jet
over the TP and the South Asian summer monsoon are negatively correlated with
daily and sub-daily eddy divergence and eddy moisture inflow through the southern
boundary. This implies an enhanced southerly eddy inflow, but a weaker eddy diver-
gence when the jet is located closer to the equator and when the South Asian monsoon
circulation is less strong. In addition, the mean flow convergence in the downwind of
the TP is positively correlated with the Western North Pacific monsoon circulation
that was also found to play a role in precipitation over the TP (Paper III).

• Differences between ERA5 and WRF: ERA5 and WRF9km show similar spatial
patterns (Fig. 4.6) and the same relative contributions of time scales of moisture
transport. However, the moisture transport components in WRF9km shows weaker
correlations to the large-scale circulation indices and to precipitation.
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Figure 4.6: Climatology of mean flow and eddy transport computed from different time scales in ERA5 and a 9 km-WRF
simulation Figure modified from Paper VI). The figure shows that the downwind side of the TP is a key region for eddy
transport at daily and sub-daily time scales during summer. The orange box shows the region of interest for which the water
vapor fluxes have been calculated. Note that different color bars are used for mean flow and eddy transport because the mean
flow contributes significantly more to the total water vapor transport than the eddy transport.

4.2.4 Characteristics, mechanisms, and impact on precipitation

Paper VII: Mesoscale convective systems in the Third Pole region: Characteris-
tics, Mechanisms and Impact on Precipitation.

Motivation and aim

Two major outcomes of this dissertation were the MCS dataset created in Paper IV and
the model evaluation presented in Paper V. In particular, we have shown the importance
of downstream MCSs in both seasonal and extreme precipitation and we have proposed
processes that could be major factors in MCS formation east of the TP (i.e. jet dynamics,
TPV formation, and southerly water vapor transport). In addition, we have shown and
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discussed potential issues related to MCS identification in IR satellite imagery (Paper IV)
and the representation of MCSs in km-scale model simulations (Paper V).

These results were contextualized and compared to other observational and model studies of
MCSs in the TP region in this review paper. The goal was to present critical knowledge gaps
that need to be addressed as we proceed with regional climate change assessments in the
TP region. More specifically, we reviewed the different methods used for MCS identification,
present-climate characteristics of MCSs derived from multiple satellite-based climatologies,
processes that favor MCS genesis, and the impact of MCSs on seasonal and extreme precip-
itation over the TP headwaters compared to its downstream regions.

Key results

• Comparison of MCS tracking methods: Due to the usage of different identification
and tracking methods, MCS frequencies and contribution to total precipitation varies
significantly between different studies. The absence of a common standard to identify
and track MCSs is a challenge in the results from the current literature that is not only
limited to the TP region and makes it difficult to compare different studies.

In the TP region, there might have been an overemphasis of MCSs over the headwaters
and drier regions due to tracking methods that use only brightness temperatures as a
proxy for convection. This is because commonly used criteria to identify MCSs over
warm-climate regions result in an overestimation of MCSs in high-altitude regions.
There is evidence that convection occurs in an isolated and scattered manner rather
than in the form of well-organized MCSs over the TP. However, the spatial scales of
different convective modes over the TP and their role on downstream MCS formation
remain to be addressed in future research.

• Identified knowledge gaps: Thus far, MCSs in the TP region have not been studied
under different future climate scenarios. Three identified knowledge gaps that will be
crucial to address in future climate projections are 1) the feedback effects of MCSs to
other components of the TP climate system, 2) the impact of the changing climate on
MCS frequency and intensity, and 3) the assessment of potential flood and drought
risks at the basin-scale associated with these changes.

• Km-scale model simulations: Multiple high-resolution data sets exist over the
TP, some of which are performed at horizontal spatial resolutions below 10 km. We
provide suggestions on how these data sets can be used to systematically evaluate the
representation of MCSs in historical simulations, in order to provide a basis for the
development and interpretation of future simulations.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS

Turning back to the three main objectives listed in section 1.4, the main conclusions from
this dissertation can be summarized as follows:

Large-scale atmospheric processes associated with precipitation

• The westerly jet was identified as a major large-scale atmospheric system affecting
precipitation regimes in the northwestern TP (Paper VI), the formation of MCS over
and in close vicinity to the TP (Paper V, Paper VII), the transport of a TPV that
lead to subsequent downstream MCS formation (Paper VI), and eddy water vapor
transport in the downwind region of the TP (Paper VI).

• The South Asian High, the South Asian summer monsoon, the East Asian summer
monsoon, and westerly jet were identified as controls for seasonality and inter-annual
variability of precipitation in three different regional regimes over the TP (Paper
III). While the large-scale circulation regime framework suggested by Yao et al., 2013
matches with the north-south disparities of cloud properties over the TP (Paper I),
it cannot explain precipitation seasonality in different sub-regions of the TP (Paper
II, Paper III).

• Enhanced mean-flow water vapor influxes from the south were identified as a control
for mean precipitation and MCS occurrences in the downwind region of the TP (Paper
VI). This is consistent with the results from Paper IV showing positive anomalies
in water vapor transport over land when MCSs occur east of the TP. In addition,
anomalous water vapor influxes from the south were associated with an off-moving
TPV and subsequent flood-producing MCS case at the eastern edge of the TP (Paper
V). However, there was no significant correlation between eddy water vapor influxes
from the south and MCS occurrences in a longer time context (Paper VI).

• In general, the results of the different studies point to interactions between the large-
scale atmospheric systems because the aspects of precipitation and convection were in
most cases not associated with one particular system.

The impact of MCSs on precipitation

• Large MCSs are more frequent in the downstream regions than over the TP, where
convection occurs at smaller spatial scales (Paper IV). In addition, MCSs produce
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significantly higher amounts of total precipitation in the downstream regions.

• In some of the downstream regions, MCSs contribute with more than 50% to the total
summer precipitation, showing that MCSs play a vital role in the water cycle in those
regions (Paper IV; Fig. 4.5).

The ability of km-scale models to simulate precipitation and related processes

• The evaluation of a specific flood-producing MCS case demonstrated that the perfor-
mance of km-scale simulations in simulating MCSs can be strongly dependent on the
underlying regional climate model and model configuration. The domain size and the
degree of large-scale constraint (e.g. through spectral nudging or a high update fre-
quency of lateral boundary conditions) were identified as the main factors influencing
the simulation over the TP (Paper V). This has to be considered in future climate
simulations.

• The general patterns of summer precipitation, water vapor transport from the south
as well as the domain-averaged MCS frequencies and MCS contributions to precipi-
tation were well captured in a one-year-long WRF simulation compared to satellite
observations. However, biases in MCS occurrences over the TP, in the lower Sichuan
basin and south of the Himalayas indicate that the model performance differs in re-
gions wherein different MCS mechanisms dominate. Since such differences in model
performance are likely to affect the projected climate change response of MCSs, this
needs to be considered in the evaluation of future climate simulations (Paper V).

• Truthful representation of large-scale dynamics within the high-resolution model were
found to be necessary for realistic modeling of meso-scale phenomena. Therefore,
regional climate modeling projects must find a balance between keeping the high-
resolution simulation ufficiently close to the forcing simulation while not eradicating
the potential benefits of high spatial resolution. For example, the simulated westerly
jet dynamics over the TP were crucial to correctly simulate a flood-producing MCS
case at its downwind side (Paper V).
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Chapter 6

DISCUSSION AND PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE

RESEARCH

6.1 The added value of km-scale simulations

Although km-scale climate model simulations have generally been shown to improve sim-
ulations of short-term and heavy precipitation, orographic precipitation, and the onset of
summer convection (Lucas-Picher et al., 2021; Prein et al., 2015), their added value, i.e.
their improvement with regard to coarser resolution simulations, is often dependent on the
study region and model configuration (Lucas-Picher et al., 2021). For the TP region, the
added value of km-scale climate model simulations remains to be confirmed, even though
some studies indicate that the diurnal cycle and orographic precipitation are improved in
these simulations (Li et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021).

While we have not specifically addressed the question of added value in our model evalua-
tion, the results from Paper V highlight that the model performance of a particular MCS
case was strongly dependent on the regional climate model, the model configuration (i.e.
domain size) and the applied downscaling technique (i.e. the use of spectral nudging). Of
course, this case does not necessarily reflect the ability of the models to correctly model MCS
statistics over longer time scales. However, it demonstrates that specific MCS ingredients (in
this case: vortex transport and water vapor fluxes) are not well captured in certain config-
urations. While the general MCS statistics in a single one-year simulation were reasonably
well captured compared to satellite observations, a critical next step will be to quantify the
uncertainty in this simulation based on additional one-year-long simulations performed with
other regional climate models and model setups.

Further, the results of the one-year-long MCS climatology showed biases in MCS occurrences
in particular regions that are likely affected by different mechanisms for MCS formation
(Paper V). This suggests that the added value of km-scale models in representing MCSs
may also depend on the processes involved for MCS formation. In other words, some pro-
cesses leading to MCS formation might be better captured by a particular simulation than
others. To give an example from another region: Km-scale climate model simulations over
North America successfully captured MCSs that were forced by the large-scale circulation,
whereas they failed to represent MCSs that were forced by local mesoscale circulations and
land-atmosphere interactions (Barlage et al., 2021; Prein et al., 2020). The evaluation of
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model processes rather than just precipitation as their outcome, is, therefore, needed to in-
terpret and improve high-resolution climate models. Object-based analyses such as the MCS
tracking in Paper V complement the evaluation of climate models based on general precip-
itation metrics (e.g. accumulated precipitation), because these do not reflect differences in
the simulated processes leading to precipitation formation.

Several results of this dissertation highlight the importance of the large-scale atmospheric
circulation for regional precipitation: 1) Paper III demonstrated that the inter-annual
variability in seasonal precipitation regimes correlated with different large-scale systems such
as the South Asian High, westerlies, and South and East Asian summer monsoons. 2) Paper
IV demonstrated that MCSs in the vicinity of the TP are associated with the position and
intensity of the South Asian High and the westerly jet stream. 3) Paper V showed that
the simulation of a lee side MCS was significantly improved when the large-scale circulation
was constrained by spectral nudging. 4) Paper VI showed that variations in mean flow and
eddy water vapor transport correlate with variations in the Western North Pacific Monsoon
and the position of the westerly jet over the TP. All of these results collectively suggest
that a realistic representation of the large-scale atmospheric circulation is key to correctly
simulating the regional precipitation patterns over and around the TP. In theory, a high-
resolution regional climate model should contain the same or similar large-scale features as
its driving reanalysis or model (Denis et al., 2002). However, the model can also develop
mesoscale processes that feed back to the large-scale circulation in a way that it drifts away
from its forcing data. An essential question in km-scale modeling is thus how we can assure a
realistic simulation of large-scale atmospheric features while not eradicating potential benefits
of the high-resolution simulations.

Global km-scale models have the advantage over regional models in that they have a physi-
cally more consistent large-scale circulation. However, global km-scale simulations are cur-
rently only performed over limited time periods due to the considerably higher computational
costs than regional simulations (Kendon et al., 2017). In addition, reanalysis-driven regional
km-scale models are more consistent with the observed state of the atmosphere, as they
are forced by a large-scale circulation that has been corrected for observations (section 3.3).
Given the respective advantages of regional and global km-scale simulations, a scientific
question that should be addressed in future research is how the large-scale and mesoscale
structures of precipitation and convection compare in these two types of simulations.

An open question that has still not been fully resolved is whether an improved representation
of precipitation in km-scale models can really be attributed to the better representation of
deep convection. For the TP region, it will be particularly interesting to quantify to which
extent such improvements can be related to a better representation of convection as opposed
to a better representation of the topography. Since improvements in precipitation could also
be the result of parameter tuning, it is useful to study model biases based on simulations
with various model configurations.

Ensemble-based simulations that include different models, configurations, and parameteri-
zation schemes (see Paper V) allow for a systematic evaluation of km-scale simulations.
They help to get a more holistic understanding of the remaining challenges in regional cli-
mate modeling and to define the added value of km-scale climate models based on multiple
aspects and verifications. Paper V showed, for instance, that the use of spectral nudging
in a one-year simulation reduced some of the regional biases in MCS occurrences, while the
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biases in MCS-associated precipitation were generally higher compared to the same model
realization without nudging. This illustrates that it is not always trivial to determine if a
simulation is improved, and an important question that we need to address is whether the
detected improvement in a particular variable comes at the expense of another.

6.2 Convection-Permitting Third Pole

The high computational costs of the km-scale simulations and the large data volumes of
the model output (Prein, Rasmussen, & Stephens, 2017) limit the capabilities of individual
research groups to perform longer-term simulations using multiple setups. Therefore, it
is useful to coordinate modeling projects between research communities. Lucas-Picher et
al. (2021) highlight CORDEX Flagship Pilot studies as a successful example for bringing
together smaller research communities on critical scientific questions in targeted regions.
The project Convection-Permitting Third Pole (CPTP) presented in Paper V is one of the
currently ongoing Flagship pilot studies with the goal to assess the benefits and limitations
of km-scale models to simulate the TP water cycle. The evaluation of the case study and
one-year simulation presented in Paper V was one of the first steps to find an optimal setup
for a long-term climate projection for the TP. The planned future projection will provide
new insights into how atmospheric processes discussed in this dissertation (e.g. mountain
convection, lee side MCS formation, and seasonal to sub-seasonal water vapor transport) will
change in a warmer climate. Hence, the appended scientific papers of this dissertation may
guide the research priority-setting for the analysis of future simulations over the TP.

A particular focus will be on future changes in the frequency, intensity, and spatial dis-
tribution of MCSs in the TP region. Shifts in the large-scale atmospheric circulation are
particularly important to consider because MCSs were shown to be linked to large-scale wa-
ter vapor transport (Paper IV, Paper VI), the westerly jet and South Asian high (Paper
V), and other large-scale factors discussed in the review in Paper VII. In addition to these
dynamical factors, thermodynamic factors such as atmospheric instability will also change
in a warmer climate (Chen et al., 2020). Paper IV indicated that MCSs over and in the
lee of the TP are associated with widespread positive anomalies in atmospheric instabil-
ity. While these were most likely linked to the large-scale atmospheric circulation, global
warming will also affect the mean conditions of atmospheric instability. In the lee of the
Rocky Mountains, it has, for instance, been shown that both atmospheric instability and
conditions that inhibit convection (section 2.2.2) increase even in the absence of large-scale
and mesoscale variations (Rasmussen et al., 2020). These changes cause a future decrease in
moderate convection (due to the convective inhibition) and an increase in severe convection
due to the higher levels of energy that can accumulate and be released once convection is
initiated (Rasmussen et al., 2020).

6.3 Bridging the gap between observation and model

communities

Given that km-scale simulations that cover multiple decades have emerged relatively recently,
their potential and limitations have not been fully explored yet. Continuous and consistent
observations are essential for the development of model parameterizations and the validation
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of model output. We noticed, for instance, that the spread among different observational
data sets over the TP was a considerable source of uncertainty in the model evaluation of
the CPTP project Prein et al. (2022). Closer cooperation between observational and model
communities is thus a crucial step to ensure that useful observations are produced and used
for the purpose of model evaluation.

The full potential of existing satellite observations has likely not yet been used. There is a
number of data sets beyond the commonly used gridded data products like GPM IMERG
(section 3.2) that could be used to assess the representation of convective processes in climate
models from different angles. In particular, active satellite observations (see section 3.2,
Paper I) could be used to explore how well the vertical structure of different convective
storm types is captured. Cloud observations in general seem to remain relatively unused for
the purpose of evaluating km-scale climate models, even though they could provide a useful
complement to observations of surface precipitation.

6.4 Actionable science?

High-resolution climate models do not only enhance our understanding of physical processes,
they are also an important tool for climate adaptation and real-life applications such as flood
and water management (e.g. Dale, 2021; Orr et al., 2021). The ultimate purpose of km-scale
modeling is thus to create ”digital twins” of the Earth system that represent regional-scale
climate features as realistically as possible, in order to produce information that can be used
by policy- and decision-makers. The act of creating climate information for specific end-
users and societal applications is often referred to as climate service or actionable science
(Chen et al., 2021; Shukla et al., 2021). The key idea behind actionable science is to prepare
end-users for changes in weather and climate and to assist their decision-making based on
scientific knowledge.

This dissertation addresses scientific topics such as model uncertainty and multi-scale inter-
actions of atmospheric processes. While the outcome is admittedly not of direct relevance for
decision-makers, some of the key findings can be regarded as a prerequisite to design and pro-
duce actionable science in mountain regions. For example, Paper IV-VI discuss the role of
MCSs and related processes in different sub-regions, which will help define research priorities
for future regional climate change assessments in the TP region. In addition, the process-
based model evaluation (see Paper V and VI) provides a basis for addressing remaining
uncertainties in modeling precipitation over and in the vicinity of complex terrain.

In Paper VII, we identified the impact of MCS-induced rainfall on river runoff and flooding
in the TP region as a major knowledge gap. Hence, an important future research path
towards actionable science is the assessment of basin-scale flood and drought risks associated
with shifts in future storm populations. For this, it will be necessary to investigate the impact
of MCSs on flash floods, as has been done in other regions (Dougherty & Rasmussen, 2019; Hu
et al., 2021, e.g.). In Paper IV, we showed that a single flood-producing MCS contributed
to a quarter of the annual rainfall in a river basin at the eastern edge of the TP. However, the
total amount of MCS-associated precipitation during this particular event was considerably
smaller than in most of the MCS cases occurring regularly south of the Himalayas (Paper
IV). This demonstrates that other hydrological factors than the total amount of precipitation
over time influence whether or not an MCS represents a flood risk.
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